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REPLACING THE HEARTBEAT SIMULATOR BATTERY

To replace your batteries in the Heartbeat Simulator 
simply use a Phillips head screwdriver to unscrew the back 

panel and reveal the battery compartment.  Remove the 
batteries, and replace them with new AAA batteries, then 

place the panel back, on and screw it back into place.

For best results when using your WagTime Comfort Pillow for house-training, read the included guide. Pets may experience 
stress due to unfamiliar surroundings, travel, and separation. Follow the steps above as needed to help your pet fall asleep 

or reduce symptoms of anxiety and stress.

The Heartbeat Simulator should be placed in its internal pocket with the ON/OFF 
switch in the ON position and the large, auto-run button facing towards the smooth 
fabric side of the pillow. Once the Heartbeat Simulator is in the correct position you 
should be able to press the large auto-run button while it is still in its protective 
pocket. Upon pressing the auto-run button, the Heartbeat Simulator will run for 
11-12 minutes before automatically shutting o�. In most cases, this will be enough to 
calm and relax your pet. If your pet is still barking, crying, or anxious, press the 
auto-run button again and it will activate for a further 11-12 minutes.

Remove the Heartbeat Simulator from its internal protective pocket and remove 
the plastic anti-conductivity strip. The ON/OFF switch is located directly below the 
battery compartment door. Move the switch to ON. To test the Heartbeat Simulator, 
�ip the unit over and press the large centre button. You should hear a slight heartbeat 
sound and feel a gentle vibration.

NOTE: Your pet’s hearing is much greater than yours, therefore it will seem quieter to 
you.

Begin by removing the Warmth Simulator from its protective pocket by gently 
separating the opposing velcro strips. Place on a clean, dry surface in the microwave 
for 30-60 seconds.

WARNING: Do not exceed 60 seconds in the microwave as it may damage the 
Warmth Simulator and cause it to smoke, melt, or burn.

The Warmth Simulator will now be warm to the touch. Carefully remove it from the 
microwave using tongs or a heat protective glove and insert it back into its internal 
pocket. Reseal by pressing the velcro strips �rmly together.

RECOMENDED USES

Perfect for small dogs, cats, puppies, and kittens.
Helps eliminate nuisance barking and crying from pets during 

bedtime, kennel training, or house-training.
Helps reduce stress and anxiety caused by separation, travel, 

or unfamiliar surroundings.

1. How To Heat Your Warmth Simulator

3. How To Activate Your Heartbeat Simulator 

2. How To Initially Activate Your Heartbeat Simulator
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 WARNINGS:

 Do not use as a toy.
 
 Do not allow pet unsupervised access to the WagTime Comfort  
 Pillow if they are known for aggressive or destructive behaviour.

 Do not spray any fragrances, liquids, gels, powders, or aerosols  
 on the pillow.

 Do not insert any items that were not speci�cally designed for  
 the pillow.

 Do not immerse or dampen the Heartbeat Simulator or  Warmth  
 Simulator.

 Do not exceed 60 seconds in the microwave when heating   
 your  Warmth Simulator.

 Do not expose to open �ames.

 Do not continue use if any part has become damaged.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Be sure to remove Heartbeat Simulator and Warmth Simulator before machine washing.
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